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Abstract

Meetings are important communication and coordination instruments for project management. Nevertheless, they are often

considered a partial waste of group time and effort. We claim the agenda itself is the main reason for meetings inefficiency. We

propose a new meeting technology that embeds an agenda planning method based on the VCG incentive mechanism for assigning

value to public goods. A case study, applying this idea to engineering project meetings, has shown the potential improve on meeting

effectiveness, efficiency and participation value. Preliminary results have shown an improvement of 30% in meeting quality.
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1. Introduction

During engineering construction projects, the project

manager faces the weekly challenge of organizing a

meeting agenda. A typical meeting agenda will contain

more than 50 items to be discussed in a 3–4 h period.

The project stakeholders submit items that should be
discussed during the meeting. The project manager acts

as the social planner on behalf of the group and the

project. He includes in the agenda all items requested by

each project stakeholder.

Currently, project managers work as if in an ideal

world, assuming he has all relevant information, includ-

ing participants’ preferences, to plan the agenda for the

meeting. They assume each individual is telling the truth,
i.e., an item will interest the entire group, when submit-

ting it for the agenda. However, often a participant sub-

mits an item to be discussed in the groupmeeting, looking

only at his own interests without thinking about the extra

meeting time imposed to the group. This might be the

reason for crowded agendas in project meetings.

Let us take the example of the Christmas work din-

ner, quite familiar to everyone. A group of 10 co-
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workers always gets together for their annual Christmas

dinner. The bill will be equally split because of the

Christmas spirit. They all have dinner, and now the

waiter approaches them, offering the dessert menu.

Rationally analyzing the problem, each of them thinks

the value to eat a cr�eme brul�ee today is $ 3, because

although I love it, I am on a diet; since the price is $ 10, I
would never pay that much. However, since we are in a

group of 10 and the bill will be equally divided, the

desert will cost only $ 1 to me; consequently, I will order

my cr�eme brul�ee. All participants think alike. Therefore,

they get the worst equilibrium, namely, of getting to pay

more $ 10 each. The individual decision was taken only

looking at the individual cost, neglecting the social cost,

i.e., the negative externality created for the other par-
ticipants. Since all group members think alike, in the

absence of coordination, they globally overspend.

In the engineering project context we have a similar

situation. Meeting participants always complain about

the huge number of items not of personal interest added to

the agenda (generally more than 50 items), and the great

amount of time spent in these meetings (generally 3–4 h).

However, each participant has a share in the guilt due
to his selfish behavior. The project manager receives

items to be included in the agenda from each partici-

pant. An item is submitted to be included in the agenda

either when it needs to be discussed by (mostly) the
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entire group, by a subgroup that will definitely attend

the meeting, or simply to make sure that the group has

acknowledged the information. Only the first reason

actually justifies the inclusion of an item in the group’s

meeting agenda. However, the project manager has no
access to the true value for discussing an issue in the

group. The individual generally thinks as in the Christ-

mas dinner example.

This is a no-win game since there is no way of im-

proving the agenda without creating new problems, such

as miscommunication. As a solution, we propose a

meeting agenda planning, the VCG-agenda planning

mechanism, based on Vickrey–Clarke–Groves (VCG)
[1–3] incentive mechanism, to improve meeting effec-

tiveness, efficiency, and participation-added value by

constraining the amount of irrelevant topics that goes

into a meeting. VCG was originally developed for auc-

tions and posteriorly adjusted to determine the value of

a public good, i.e., a good for which: (a) the cost of

providing it does not depend on the number of con-

sumers and (b) people cannot be excluded from using it.
Meeting topics are public goods since the cost of in-

cluding an item in the discussion does not depend on the

number of people interested in it, and once the topic is

included, there is no way to avoid having the informa-

tion disclosed during the discussion of it.

We experimented with this new meeting game in real

engineering project meetings. The meeting we analyzed

was reduced from 3 to 1 h, the agenda changed from an
average of 60–40 topics, descriptive tasks sensibly di-

minished, and all participants declared that they had a

better meeting. Despite these encouraging preliminary

results, however, we expect that meeting culture will

change slowly because the construction domain is slow

to adopt new technologies.
2. Research methodology

We used an ethnographic approach and systemati-

cally observed people in their natural meeting environ-

ment. We observed the way people interact, participate,

and contribute to meetings, as well as the way project

evolves. We classified all utterances spoken during the

meetings according to the reactions they promoted in
the audience, i.e., we classified the perlocutory acts of

each utterance. A perlocution is the actual effect pro-

duced by the speech (locution), opposed to the intended

by the speaker (illocution). This terminology comes

from speech act theory [5].

Previous work categorized the detailed tasks people

perform when working together in meetings in four

types, DEPE model: Descriptive, Explanative, Predic-
tive and Evaluative [4]. They analyzed a large set of

engineering meetings that took place late in the con-

struction phase of a building project. The authors
observed that most meeting time was spent with de-

scriptive type of activities that generally should be

avoided. We expanded the DEPE into the DEEPAND

coding system by including three other constructs: Ne-

gotiation, Alternative Generation and Decision-making.
3. The DEEPAND coding system

During an engineering meeting, we identify seven

types of activities that may occur from the perspective of

the speaker: Describe, Explain, Evaluate, Predict, for-

mulate Alternative, Negotiate, and Decide (DEE-
PAND). In addition, we classify each utterance as a

request (?) or response (+) activity. Table 1 summarizes

the definitions of each type of meeting task.

3.1. Metrics for measuring engineering meeting perfor-

mance

Based on the DEEPAND taxonomy of meeting tasks,
we propose three criteria to evaluate the quality of a

meeting:

• Meeting effectiveness

• Meeting efficiency

• Participation value added (value index)

3.2. Meeting effectiveness

Traditional effectiveness metrics is represented by the

percentage of the agenda items that were discussed in a

meeting. This method may masquerade the actual effec-

tiveness of a meeting. For instance, an agenda item can

be initiated during the meeting, but people may realize

they do not have enough information to discuss it. The

item was addressed, but not completely discussed.

We took a slightly different approach to measure ef-
fectiveness. During each meeting we observed and coded

all perlocutory events as a ‘‘request to (?)’’ or a ‘‘re-

sponse (+)’’ event. A request can trigger a satisfactory

response, no response or an unsatisfactory response. We

define meeting effectiveness as the percentage of request

events that receive satisfactory response, as described in

formula (1):

Mtg Effectiveness ¼
P

i¼1 to n AddressedðItemiÞP
i¼1 to n Itemi

�AdjustmentFactor;

ð1Þ

Adjustment Factor ¼ ðEventðDÞ þ EventðAÞ
þ EventðNÞ þ EventðExÞ
þ EventðExÞÞ=ðEventðDes?Þ
þ EventðA?Þ þ EventðP?Þ
þ EventðN?Þ þ 2� EventðEx?ÞÞ;



Table 1

DEEPAND classification of perlocutory statements in meetings

Action Goal Typical question Example

Describe Show or display what is

explicit in someone’s project

model

Build common ground

knowledge

What, where, when, who Display 2D alternative

solution or a cost

estimate

Explain Think aloud (rationale

disclosure)

Deep understanding Why, why not Relate solution to

product requirements

Evaluate Assess extent to which a design

option meets client

requirements; assess relative

merits of two options

Rank alternative

solutions

What is better? does it

meet requirements?

Show comparative table

with alternative

solutions and evaluation

criteria

Predict Calculate or estimate a

parameter value

Create new information What if Make a cost estimate

given a new condition

Formulate

Alternatives

Create new design alternatives Create new information How about Propose to upgrade

existing air conditioning

unit instead of buying an

additional small unit

Negotiate People negotiate tasks and

responsibilities

Task/responsibilities

assignment

Who will Define who will detail a

specific alternative

solution

Decide Select design option Commit to something So what Select a solution from

alternatives
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where n is the agenda total number of items, m is the

number of tasks triggered by an agenda item,

TaskEventjðItemiÞ is the request for a task event j, such
as a description or an explanation, triggered by agenda

item i, Successful (TaskEventjðItemiÞÞ is the number of

requests that were successfully achieved.
3.3. Meeting efficiency

Meeting efficiency is calculated as the number of

items properly addressed per minute. The higher the

value the more efficient was the meeting. An efficient

meeting is the one in which the agenda topics were ef-

fectively addressed in a short amount of time, as shown
in formula (2).

MeetingEfficiency¼MeetingEffectiveness

�Min 1;
MeetingPlannedAgenda

MeetingDuration

� �
:

ð2Þ
Table 2

Tasks interdependences, coordination and communication in organizations,

Type of task interdependence Description

Pool-dependent Work tasks that only depend upon a

common pool of resources

Sequential-dependency Work tasks that depend on tasks

undertaken at preceding phases

Reciprocal-dependency Work tasks that depend not only on

preceding tasks, but also upon the

performance of the current central

tasks.
3.4. Meeting value

The Meeting Value Index represents the value to the

group for participating in the meeting. This criterion

emphasizes the importance to the client of agenda topics

that require synchronous meetings, i.e., that relate to
reciprocal or sequentially dependent project activities.

According to Thompson [6], there is a most cost ef-

ficient coordination method for different types of inter-

dependence among the participants’ tasks in the flow of

work, as shown in Table 2. That is, Thompson [6] and

Mintzberg [7] relate the type of task interdependence to

appropriate use of synchronous or asynchronous

communication.
Thompson’s theory suggests that synchronous com-

munication should be dedicated to topics that relate to

reciprocal and, in some cases, sequentially interdepen-

dent tasks, while pool related tasks should trigger only

asynchronous communication; consequently they

should be spared from meetings. We argue that, at least

as a first approximation, reciprocal tasks are precisely
as described by Thompson and Mintzberg

Appropriate coordination

method

Appropriate type of

communication

Rules, standards, procedures Asynchronous

Plans Asynchronous and/or

synchronous

Face-to-face meetings Synchronous
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those that primarily require Explanative, Evaluative,

Alternative Formulation, and Decision-making events

in meetings; these are exactly the tasks that should be

done concurrently in meetings; and finally that these

tasks deserve meeting agenda items. These tasks may
involve some Descriptive events, but the description is

directly in service of the value adding Explanation,

Evaluation, Alternative Formulation, Prediction, and

Decision-making.

Similarly, we argue that pooled tasks are precisely

those that primarily include Descriptive and Negotiative

communication events in meetings, which to a first ap-

proximation can well be done asynchronously.
As described in formula (3), we define the value of a

meeting as the amount of work that is appropriately

synchronous done in a meeting, as a fraction of the to-

tal. Specifically, the sum of all Explanation, Evaluation,

Alternative generation and Decision task events divided

by all task events.

Meeting Value ¼
P

i¼1 to n Response Taski2 Ex;Ev;A;Dech iP
i¼1 to n Response Taski

;

ð3Þ

We argue that Meeting Value varies with the type of

meeting. In our case studies, we are dealing with engi-

neering projects during construction phase; conse-

quently, we consider that Describe, Predict and

Negotiate task events do not contribute to the value of

the meeting. Value is a subjective concept that the pro-

ject manager should define according to the project’s

context.
4. Current project agenda planning mechanism

An ideal agenda contains only items that need the

attention of mostly the entire group. Any information

that is not controversial can be sent to or made available

for people to read when they need to or have time to
assess it. Purely informative items would be better dealt

with through other means of communication. In addi-

tion, issues that concern only a few people in the group

should also be discussed in another forum. Conse-

quently, an agenda without these types of topics would

be social efficient.

The current approach to agenda planning is to include

all items suggested by anyone in the group, leading to a
Pareto efficient situation, because excluding any item

(improving the life of somebody) would make others

worse off. However, there are many different reasons a

topic deserves to be addressed in a meeting, such as:

Scenario 1: the issue needs to be discussed by the

group

Scenario 2: the issue needs to be discussed by a sub-

group that will be at the meeting
Scenario 3: the issue needs to be formally acknowl-

edged by the group to become common knowledge

These scenarios are not static situations. An item may

be included in the agenda solely to communicate a fact.

However, people may have different assumptions that
may lead to disagreements, a need for negotiation, and

the exclusion of commitments worth of discussion in a

meeting. Being able to distinguish the reasons an issue

should be included in a meeting opens other communi-

cation alternative solutions.

The group would certainly be better off excluding all

items that qualify as in scenario 3 and keeping all items

that qualify as in scenario 1. The challenge is to find a
social efficiency that also includes scenario 2, that is,

some participants need to discuss an issue, but it does

not concern the entire group. Following are some pos-

sible solutions to this challenge.

Suppose 3 agents A, B and C are planning a meeting

to discuss a specific issue. For agent A, discussing the

topic is crucial for his job. Agents B and C do not want

to waste their time with that topic, but they do not mind
too much. Considering a preference scale from )10 to

10, agent A wants to discuss the item, so vA ¼ 10, but

for agents B and C, vB ¼ 0 and vC ¼ 0. Voting would

cause the item to be discarded from the agenda, and

group utility would consequently allow the item to re-

main on the agenda. Therefore, if the project manager

knows the real preference allocation of the group, he

could get a better social efficient solution.
Unfortunately, rational agents have an incentive to

lie about their preferences. The answers tend to be po-

larized to the extremes. If an agent wants to guarantee

that an item will be in the agenda, he knows he will

benefit from answering using the highest score, so he will

act to maximize his individual welfare. Since all agents

understand the game rules, they will act similarly; it

becomes a majority voting system again. Although the
agents had the chance to tell their preferences, and if

they did the group would be better off, they are pushed

to the extremes. How to make them act in favor of the

group? Instead of studying group participant behavior,

we want to design an incentive mechanism (game rules)

to make them act to improve social efficiency in meet-

ings. However, instead of money, the exchange coin is

peer disapproval. An important assumption is that all
individuals must agree to use the voting mechanism, i.e.,

consensus on appropriation (COA) [8], guaranteeing

information acknowledgement.
5. The VCG-agenda planning mechanism

Since we used a simplified version of the VCG [1]
mechanism to plan meetings, this session is dedicated to

presenting the original ideas. Although VCG was orig-

inally implemented to improve the revenue of sellers in
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auctions, it is very powerful for assigning value to public

goods, such as a bridge.

5.1. Basic terminology

The general VCG mechanism setup is as follows:

• xðhÞ ¼ arg maxn
P

i¼1 ton viðhi; xÞ is the outcome,

where hi is the type of agent i, i.e., is the set of pref-

erences of agent i over different possible scenarios.

hieHi denotes the type of agent i, from a set of possi-

ble typesHi. and viðhi; xÞ is the value for agent i if the
outcome is x considering his type hi.

• uiðx; pi; hiÞ ¼ viðx; hiÞ þ tiðhiÞ is the utility function,
where tiðhiÞ is the incentive or taxation (positive or

negative value) provided to agent i to disclose its true

valuation over outcome x.
• tiðhÞ ¼

P
j6¼i vjðhj; xÞ �

P
j6¼i vjðhj; x�iÞ is the VCG in-

centive mechanism, where x�i means the outcome

when participant i is not present,
P

j 6¼i viðhi; x�iÞ is

the utility for the other players if participant i was
not in the game, and

P
j6¼i viðhi; xÞ is the utility for

the other players because participation i is in the

game. Consequently, participant i’s action just mat-

ters if it is pivotal, i.e., if it changes game outcomes.

The incentive should be a function of the impact agent

i’s revelation has on the group’s welfare. It is proven

[9] that this is the right incentive for avoiding under

and over reporting the value of the public good.

5.2. VCG-agenda planning description

The VCG agenda planning mechanism setup is as

follows:

Players: N individuals (meeting participants)

Initial agenda: An agenda with A topics

Outcomes: For every agenda item a, the outcome

function xa ¼ kðw1a;w2a; . . . ;wiaÞ 2 X ;X ¼ f1; 0g, where
1 means the item is included and wia means the message

agent i sends about including or not including item a.
From the project manager’s perspective, the best mes-

sage wia would be agent i’s true preference on including

or not topic a, i.e., wia ¼ via.
Agenda technology: Each item of the initial agenda is

voted on: include (1), exclude ()1) and send to a small

group discussion that is also considered as an exclude
message ()1). The items that receive the majority

of votes are included in meeting agenda. These items

are entered in the agenda before the meeting starts

(time¼ T 1).
After discussing all items in the agenda, the meeting

manager asks each participant if he wants to discuss

something else, opening a chance for reviving any

eliminated issue. After that, he asks again, but for the
entire group, whether anyone wants to add anything

else, providing a second chance for reviving any re-

moved item.
Decision Rules:

Decision Rule 1: Law of the majority

An item is included in the meeting agenda (time¼ T1),
if (Count via ¼ 1Þ > n=2, i.e.,

P
i¼1 to all paticipants via P 1.

This may exclude many important issues because it does
not allow the importance an item may have for each

individual to emerge. However, it will surely remove

unimportant issues. A type I error is big, but a type II

error is small, considering the hypothesis ‘‘H0: Issue is

important and should be included’’.

Decision Rule 2: Sequential Revival

Each participant, in a sequential order, will be asked

if he wants to add something else to be discussed, in-
cluding issues/topics that were eliminated.

Decision Rule 3: Random Revival

After this first round of sequential contribution, the

project manager opens the floor for random contribu-

tions. Participants have a second chance to include a

topic removed by the voting system.

Payoff:

uia ¼

via
P

i¼1 to n vi P 0;

via � xðhia; T2Þ þ
P

j 6¼i vja � x�1ðhj; T2Þ
� �

þ
P

i 6¼j;xð:Þ¼1 vja � xðhj; T1Þ
� �

� � �
P

i¼1 ton vi < 0

but itema discussed;
0 itemaNOT discussed;

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;
;

where via is the actual value for participant i to get item a
discussed in the meeting, xðhia; T2Þ is equal to 1, if item is

included in discussion during meeting (time T2),P
i6¼j vja � xðhj; T1Þ is the agenda voting result (time

T1),
P

j 6¼i and x¼1 vja � x�1ðhj; T2Þ is the number of people,

excluding the one that revived item a, that joined the

discussion during the meeting (time T2).
Let us assume there were 11 participants. Five par-

ticipants voted to remove the item, 2 voted to send the

item to a small group discussion; consequently to re-

move the item from main meeting agenda; and 4 voted

to include in the meeting discussion. During the issue

revival phase, one of the participants brought the issue

back. Additionally, three other people joined the dis-

cussion on the revived issue. So, the utility for the per-
son who brought the issue back is: uiaðhÞ ¼
via þ ð4� 7Þ þ ð3Þ ¼ via. It means participant i did not

create any negative externality for the group; therefore

he should not be penalized.

On the other hand, let us consider another scenario in

which 8 voted for removing the item, 1 was indifferent

(he did not vote) and 2 voted to include the item in the

meeting agenda. Consequently, the item was not in-
cluded in the official meeting agenda. During the revival

phase, participant i brought back the removed issue, and

3 other people joined the discussion. The person who

included the item in time T2 (pivotal) will have the

following utility:
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uiaðhÞ ¼ via þ ð2� 8Þ þ ð3Þ ¼ viaþð�3Þ:

The number )3 is the payment participant i should
reward the group with for bringing a negative exter-

nality into the meeting. It can be transformed into dol-
lars or simply considered the discomfort (peer pressure)

participant i will feel during the meeting for including

something the group was not interested in discussing.

It is important to notice that the gain is not only

about time savings. There are a great number of im-

measurable benefits indirectly connected with removing

items from a meeting agenda such as:

• Avoiding attention diffusion
• Capturing group’s attention on polemical issues

• Saving time to be used to investigate alternative solu-

tions to problems; consequently, a better decision-

making process

On the other hand, the importance of an issue for the

project and consequently for the entire group may be

only perceived by a few. The costs of eliminating

something important involves schedule delays and pro-
ject cost increases. Consequently, the 3-step voting

agenda mechanism will make people consider if they

really need something to be discussed in a meeting.

Bringing an issue to the attention of the group will have

a social cost.
6. Case study

For this research, we have analyzed four consecutive

engineering project meetings during the construction

phase of two adjacent four-storey office buildings. One of

the projects was slightly more advanced than the other.

There was a group of people from 3 main companies

(owner, architect and general contractor), 11 consultant

companies, 9 subcontractor companies, city representa-
tives, inspector agency representatives, and a supply

vendor company. At least 1 representative for the owner,

architect and general contractor companies attended all

the meetings. Consultants and subcontractors appeared

whenever they needed to get or provide some informa-

tion from the group, when there were decisions that af-

fected their work or by the project manager’s request.

The meeting group size averaged around 20 people.
The three first meetings were only observed without

any intervention in order to create the baseline. The

manager planned that the meeting will take 150 minutes.

Meeting 1 and 2 lasted 180 minutes and cover 49 and 55

items, respectively. The 3rd meeting lasted 120 minutes

and covered an agenda of 72 items. The project manager

introduced the VCG agenda planning mechanism for

planning the 4th meeting that lasted 75 minutes to cover
an agenda of 39 items. After each meeting, participants

answered a meeting evaluation survey. Below we de-

scribe the forth meeting.
6.1. Before the meeting

We used the SurveyMonkey tool [10], an online sur-

vey tool, for the voting part of the agenda planning

process. Participants submitted topics to be discussed
and the project manager collected them and put them

together as the initial meeting agenda, as usual. This

original agenda was transformed into a survey, in which

each participant would access online and vote, for each

item, if the item should be: (1) included in the next

meeting agenda (extremely important), (2) removed (no

importance at all) or (3) included in a small meeting

(recognition of importance for the group, but not for the
individual).

From the original agenda of 52 items, only 32 were

voted as relevant to the entire group (majority vote).

These 32 items became the new agenda.

6.2. During the meeting

The project manager distributed the new agenda in
which all items were there, but some were marked to be

skipped. The presence of the removed items in the

written agenda was considered necessary for allowing

people to remember to bring back items they might feel

were erroneously removed.

After discussing all items indicated by the voting

answers as important to the group, the project manager

asked each participant in a sequential order if there was
anything else this participant wanted to bring up for

discussion.

During this second chance to modify the agenda, the

6 participants brought 6 new items to the attention of

the group. None of the new items involved purely De-

scriptive events; participants requested decisions and

explanations, i.e., high value activities for the group.

During the third chance to modify the agenda, the
project manager opened for any new item that might

have been overlooked during the meeting. Only one

participant brought a new issue to be discussed.

6.3. After the meeting

We requested all participants to answer a survey to

evaluate the quality of the meeting, as with the previous

three meetings. In addition, we also asked participants

to voice their opinion as they leave the meeting.

6.4. Meeting results

We used the DEEPAND research method for ana-

lyzing meetings, i.e., a meeting is translated as a se-

quence of events. When we used the VCG agenda

planning mechanism, the configuration of the event

distribution changed, favoring decision-making related

tasks over descriptive tasks, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In
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Fig. 1. Meeting Value. For late construction phase, we consider

meetings should be dedicated to Explanation, Evaluation, Alternative

Formulation and Decision-making tasks. Those are the most valuable

tasks for this type of meeting. Agenda topics that triggered purely

descriptive tasks are for sure a waste of time for the group.
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Fig. 2. Meeting Evaluation. Summary of results of introducing our

Agenda Planning method into Meeting 4, in comparison with a

baseline meeting planning procedure used for Meetings 1–3.
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addition, group satisfaction increased, and meeting ef-

fectiveness remained in high evaluation. The meetings

were all very effective, i.e., most goals set for the meeting

were satisfactorily accomplished. As shown in Fig. 2,

VCG-agenda planning mechanism improved meeting

effectiveness, efficiency and value added to participants.
7. Discussion

Meetings are crucial communication channels that

foster effective teamwork, especially in engineering

projects. Despite their importance and objectiveness,

meetings generally produce a bitter after-meeting taste

of time wasted. Low group participation, free riders, a

bad decision-making process, and failure to hold a
group’s attention are some symptoms of a bad meeting.

Computational support systems have proposed ways

to enhance the meeting space to make it easier to carry

out intellectual tasks involved in problem-solving and

decision-making situations. Researchers have focused

on providing means to improve the discussion on the

meeting issues and tasks, but assuming a fully relevant

agenda.
We took a broader view into the meeting problem

and realized that little attention had been given to

planning the meeting agenda. A meeting can be neither

efficient nor effective when the agenda is full of low
relevant issues that only steal time from needed

discussions.

We designed an agenda planning mechanism that

provides the right incentive for people to disclose their

true valuation for discussing an item. Our VCG plan-
ning mechanism is based on economic theory used in

auctions for selling a private good and also used to value

public goods (as a meeting).

We successfully applied the mechanism in an actual

engineering project meeting. Preliminary results have

showed a beneficial impact on meeting effectiveness, ef-

ficiency and value added. Participants that impose a

negative externality to the group should pay for that;
this is a great incentive to behave. The money collected

can be distributed among the group or given to some-

body specifically.

Our research only applies to meetings that have an

agenda and with medium- to large-sized groups, with no

anonymous participant. We are assuming there is no

communication among participants to avoid coalitions

in their behavior.
The VCG-agenda planning mechanism is theoreti-

cally sound and can actually affect meeting effectiveness,

efficiency, and value added to participants. We actually

used it in an engineering project context to see the

practical impact. In addition to measuring meeting du-

ration and agenda size, we wanted to analyze what

happens in meetings.
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